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Convergence, electrostatic potential, and density measurements
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Unique measurements of the basic plasma-flow characteristics in a low pressure ~<53 mPa H2!
spherically convergent ion focus are obtained using high-voltage ~<5 kV! emissive and double

probes. The radial plasma potential distribution agrees with a collisionless, recirculating,

space-charge-limited current model. Flow convergence increases with voltage and neutral pressure

and decreases with cathode grid wire spacing and current. Core radii within 4–5 times the ideal

geometric limit are measured, and the observed core sizes are consistent with predictions from a

multipass orbit model which includes asymmetries in the accelerating potential well. A virtual

anode is observed in the converged core region, and no evidence for multiple potential well

structures in the core is found. Measurements of the core ion density ~n ic;1015 m23! are consistent

with simple flow convergence models. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.

@S1070-664X~97!02701-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

The spherically convergent ion focus ~SCIF! is an alter-

native plasma confinement scheme in which ions are electro-

statically confined, accelerated, and concentrated at fusion-

relevant energies. Ions introduced at the edge of the system

fall into a spherically symmetric potential well formed by a

highly transparent cathode, and a condensed core, consisting

of monoenergetic ions, forms in the center of the device.

Individual ions oscillate in the electrostatic well, and a recir-

culating, non-Maxwellian flow results. Fusion reactions then

occur from high-energy collisions between the counter-

streaming ions or with background neutral particles.

While many others have done experimental studies on

these types of devices, they have concentrated mainly on

fusion reactivity measurements with relatively high neutral

pressure glow discharges ~.130 mPa!.1–3 In contrast, the

Wisconsin Spherically Convergent Ion Focus ~WISCIF! ex-

periments concentrate on determining the basic plasma char-

acteristics of the ion flow for lower pressure ~,53 mPa!,
driven ~non-self-sustaining! discharges in hydrogen. In this

regime, the ion flow is essentially collisionless with respect

to neutral particle interactions. The first direct measurements

of the central ion density, radial electrostatic potential pro-

file, and accelerating potential asymmetries are also provided

using high-voltage electrostatic probes.

Potential advantages of a SCIF-driven system are that

energetic ions are easily obtained, the cathode potential may

be tuned in energy to the peak cross section for many differ-

ent fusion reactions ~i.e., D–T, D–3He, p-11B, and p-7Li!,
and the fuel inventory is lower than conventional particle

sources. SCIF devices can then produce high-energy neu-

trons, protons, alphas, etc., and they may make attractive

sources ~106–1012 particles/s! suitable for neutron activation

or scattering analysis, oil well logging, and detection of

chemical weapons or explosives.4 However, the higher range

of these required fusion reaction rates exceeds those

achieved in SCIF devices to date ~,108 n/s D–D, ,1010 n/s

D–T!.1–3,5

The SCIF concept was originally conceived in the

1950s,6,7 and experiments started in the 1960s using material

grid electrodes to provide the accelerating potentials.1 Early

fusion reactivity measurements indicated higher-than-

expected neutron production, and work continued through

the early 1970s until power balance estimates showed that

these gridded-cathode systems could not extrapolate to a

power production facility.7 Recently, new theoretical con-

cepts and analyses,8–10 potential engineering and medical

applications,4,8 plus a renewed interest in alternative con-

cepts for fusion power production have all rekindled discus-

sion of SCIF devices.

In addition to gridded systems, two other approaches

that generate virtual cathodes and avoid the power and

stress-loading problems with grids are currently under study.

One is the Polywell™ concept, wherein a polyhedral mag-

netic cusp configuration confines high-energy electron beams

that form a perfectly transparent virtual cathode.8,9 The sec-

ond approach confines high-energy electrons in a Penning or

similar trap, which results in a spherically symmetric poten-

tial well for ions.10 While these gridless devices have more

promise for higher reactivity, recent theoretical appraisals of

such systems, which more extensively account for thermal-

izing collisional effects and the overall power balance, deter-

mine that a power production scheme is not possible based

on these types of devices without circumventing these basic

issues.11,12

Despite the differences in the origin of the confining

electrostatic fields, a common figure of merit for all proposeda!Electronic mail: thorson@uwmfe.neep.wisc.edu
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SCIF approaches is the attainable degree of focusing of the

ion flow at the center. This is known as the flow conver-

gence, and it is a critical parameter for all high-reactivity

designs which rely on the counter-streaming ion flows pro-

viding the system reactivity. Physical processes that may

limit or determine the flow convergence include the structure

of the electrostatic well in the presence of the ion flow, the

magnitude of asymmetries in the confining potential, and

scattering collisions with background neutrals or counter-

streaming ions.

The presence of any virtual anode structure, due to ex-

cess ion accumulation at r'0, can perturb the ion flow and

convergence as well as change global collisional effects

through changes in the ion energies locally at r'0. In addi-

tion, this anode would presumably trap electrons, and some

investigators, using one-dimensional theoretical models, sug-

gest that a secondary virtual cathode may form inside the

virtual anode.1,2,13,14 It is further speculated that an energetic,

recirculating population of ions could be trapped in this vir-

tual cathode, which may explain the high reactivity perfor-

mance of the early experiments. However, no conclusive evi-

dence of such core potential structures has been observed

experimentally, and models that relax the perfectly radial,

collisionless assumption do not predict the multiple-well

formation.15–17

Potential well asymmetries are usually defocusing and

hence would be expected to degrade the spherical ion flow.

This, in turn, leads to a more diffuse central ion core region

with a correspondingly reduced fusion reactivity for SCIF

devices that rely on reactions between the counter-streaming

ion flows ~beam–beam dominated!.

The convergence to a high density core near r50 can

also be significantly influenced by collisional perturbations

of the recirculating ion orbits in the potential well. Nevins11

and Rider12 predict that thermalization of ion flows through

core collisions would lead to the collapse of the convergence

in an idealized highly recycling central ion flow. Although

the gridded experiments studied to date find a steady flow

convergence, the particles are removed at a rate faster than

the thermalization rate ~i.e., via grid or charge-exchange col-

lisions, see Sec. II!.

In spite of these arguments, there is little or no past

experimental data on the generic behavior of the ion flow

and flow convergence in SCIF devices. The purpose of the

present work is to provide such critical data, which will, in

turn, improve the fundamental understanding for all types of

these systems. A flexible, gridded-electrode scheme is cho-

sen for these experiments due to its relatively simple and

inexpensive design, and electrostatic probes and visible im-

aging diagnostics are used to characterize the ion flow.

This work concentrates on relatively low density, lower

energy ~n;1016 m23, E i'5 – 20 keV! SCIF operation,

where previous experiments indicate significant fusion

reactivity.1–3 Lower neutral pressure ~<53 mPa H2!,

‘‘converged-core’’ ion flows are studied in order to minimize

the effects of neutral collisions on the flow convergence. The

resulting discharge characteristics are also different than the

glow discharge modes studied previously, and unique mea-

surements of the flow convergence, electrostatic potential,

and ion density are presented here.

II. ELEMENTARY ION FLOW CONVERGENCE MODEL

Understanding the behavior of the ion density and veloc-

ity distributions is critical for estimating or extrapolating the

fusion reactivity of any SCIF system. To lowest order, these

distributions can be approximated using an elementary colli-

sionless ion orbit model where only radial dependencies are

considered. Any perpendicular velocity of an ion is included

in this model only in conserving angular momentum, and

hence the radial velocity of the flowing ions is directly re-

lated to the local electrostatic potential. The ion density dis-

tribution is then determined by conserving the total ion cur-

rent in the device.

The actual situation is, of course, much more involved.

The local ion flow, electron distribution, and the plasma po-

tential distribution all interact and adjust themselves accord-

ingly to achieve a self-consistent equilibrium. This leads to

deviations of the plasma potential distribution from the im-

posed vacuum field. For example, excess ion charge in the

core region can lead to a virtual anode region there and cause

scattering of the incident ions. A full description of the sys-

tem in dynamic equilibrium awaits solution of the Fokker–

Planck equation in the fully three-dimensional environment.

However, the simple ballistic model discussed here is tradi-

tionally taken to provide a lowest-order description of the

system, and it can be employed to indicate the expected scal-

ings of critical parameters with system properties and thus

provide a starting point for comparison with experiment.

In order to justify the collisionless assumption, a com-

parison of the various ion collision rates is needed. For the

ion densities and neutral pressures studied in the WISCIF

device ~see Sec. IV below!, the ion–neutral collision rate

~;105/s! is lower than the effective ion–cathode collision

rate ~'23105/s!.18 The ion–ion collision rate is ;1023/s for

the counter-flowing ions and ;104/s for the co-propagating

ions, and they are therefore less significant than the ion–

FIG. 1. Definitions for the four regions of interest in a SCIF device.
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cathode and ion–neutral collisions.19 Since the ion lifetime is

limited mainly by the transparency of the cathode, the ions

essentially appear as a collisionless species until termination

at the cathode.

The ion flow characteristics change throughout the SCIF

system, and it is helpful to distinguish them for different

regions ~see Fig. 1!

r.R→edge,

rcat,r<R→mantle,

rc,r<rcat→plateau,

r<rc→core,

where R is the anode radius, rcat is the cathode radius, and rc

is the core radius.

Figure 2 indicates the idealized background ion distribu-

tions for the various zones identified above. For the low pres-

sure discharges, a cold plasma is generated at the edge, and

any ions moving toward the cathode are accelerated to full

energy in the mantle region. The plateau zone ideally con-

tains monoenergetic ions inside the cathode, and the core

distribution consists of a thin, spherical shell in velocity

space at a radius of the core velocity.

Angular momentum of the ions at the edge, due to their

perpendicular thermal velocity, v'
(R), will keep the flow

from perfectly converging to r50, but to lowest order one

can assume the flow is converging to a radius rc , defined as

the core radius. All ions are assumed to be noninteracting

and flow through the core with a velocity vc 5 A2qFc /M ,

where Fc is the electric potential in the core @for F(R)50#,
q is the ion charge, and M is the ion mass. By setting the

average angular momentum of the ions at the edge equal to

that of the ions passing through the core,

M ^v'&R'(2/3)Mvcrc , the core radius is then given by

rc5
3
2R

^v'&

vc

' 3
2RAkT'i~R !

qFc

, ~1!

where T
'i(R) is the edge perpendicular ion temperature.

Therefore, rc should scale as the inverse square root of Fc .

Assuming no sources or sinks of particles, total current

conservation demands that n i(r)v(r)r2
5const for all r ,

where n i(r) is the local ion density. The expected steady-

state radial profile is then

n i~r !5n i~R !S R

r
D 2

v~R !

v~r !
5n i~R !S R

r
D 2

AE i~R !

qF~r !
, ~2!

where E i(R) is the radial energy of the ions at the edge.

Angular momentum conservation also prevents the ion

density from diverging at r50, and a constant density is

invoked in the core to provide a lowest-order estimate. Since

the effective core area is a circle of radius rc , the core den-

sity estimate becomes

n ic54n i~R !S R

rc
D 2

v~R !

vc

54n i~R !S R

rc
D 2

AE i~R !

qFc

. ~3!

This model conserves average angular momentum and total

particle flux, and while it fails to keep the density continuous

at rc , Eq. ~3! should provide reasonable scaling estimates for

comparisons with the experimental results.

By substituting for rc from Eq. ~1!, an estimate for the

convergence factor ~ratio of core to edge density! is found

from Eq. ~3!

n ic

n i~R !
5

16

9

AE i~R !

kT'i~R !
AqFc. ~4!

Therefore, the core density should optimally scale as the

square root of the core potential for given edge plasma con-

ditions.

The core density and system reactivity will ultimately

depend on how much recirculating ion current can be sus-

tained, and the resulting ion space-charge limits the magni-

tude of this current for steady-state systems. The ideal space-

charge-limited ion current between concentric spheres

~mantle region! is

Iman5

16pe0

9
A2q

M

V3/2

a2 , ~5!

where e0 is the permittivity of free space, V is the voltage

difference between the spheres, and a is a geometrical factor

that is related to the radii of the spherical electrodes20

@a;ln(r/R)#. Assuming no sources or sinks of particles be-

tween the electrodes ~consistent at low pressure and density!,
Eq. ~5! can be solved for the voltage

V~r !5F9Imana
2~r !

16pe0

AM

2q
G 2/3

, ~6!

where a determines the radial dependence ~a→0 as r→R!.
This equation, derived originally for solid electrodes, also

holds for semitransparent grids with counter-streaming ion

flows if Iman represents the total recirculating ion current

between the spheres.

FIG. 2. Qualitative behavior of the ideal background ion velocity distribu-

tions in the lab frame for the different regions of interest ~not to scale!—~a!
edge: cold, thermal at ^v&50, ~b! mantle: low T i , vr,vc , ~c! plateau:

vr56vc , ~d! core: isotropic shell uvru5vc . In all cases, T i!Fc .
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For a gridded system, the amount of recirculating current

is mainly limited by the effective cathode transparency. As-

suming that the ions are equally likely to be lost at each pass

through the cathode, the recirculation density enhancement

factor, j, is given by21

j[
Iman

Icat

5

1

~12h2!
, ~7!

where Icat is the ion current collected by the cathode and h is

the geometric grid transparency @h[~open area!/4prcat
2 #.

If the number of secondary electrons emitted from the

grid due to ion impact is given by d, then the measured ion

grid current ~Imeas! is (11d)Icat , and the recirculation factor

relates to the measured grid current by

j5

Iman~11d !

Imeas

. ~8!

By comparing the measured radial electrostatic potential dis-

tribution, V(r), with Eq. ~6!, the total recirculating current

between the spheres, Iman , can be determined, and then an

estimate for j is given by Eq. ~8! using the measured grid

current.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The Wisconsin Spherically Convergent Ion Focus ~WIS-

CIF! experimental device, shown in Fig. 3, consists of three

concentric, stainless-steel wire globes housed in a cylindrical

vacuum vessel. An extended plasma, formed about the out-

ermost grid, provides an ion source localized at large radii.

Hot tungsten filaments ~0.01 cm diameter, 5 cm long, biased

at 280 V! generate the primary electrons which accelerate

towards the positively biased outer grid ~1100 V! to colli-

sionally ionize the background gas ~typically H2!. The nega-

tively biased middle grid ~280 V! shields these primary

electrons away from the flow region and localizes the edge

plasma to radii greater than 20 cm. A fine mesh with a spac-

ing ~0.04 cm! less than the local electron Debye length ~;0.1

cm! is placed on this grid to provide an electrostatic barrier

for the electrons, and permanent magnets are arranged

around the outer wall to enhance the primary electron life-

time. The innermost cathode grid ~rcat55 cm! provides the

deep, accelerating potential well ~5–17 kV! for the ion flow.

The collected cathode current ~20–80 mA! is controlled by

varying the edge plasma density with the primary electron

source. Ion flows were generated and sustained in this man-

ner for pressures as low as 13 mPa in hydrogen. While these

operating conditions are in no way optimized for fusion re-

activity production, ion flows of this energy region do pro-

vide a suitable plasma to study the basic ion flow physics.

A spectrally filtered charge-coupled-device ~CCD! is

used to image the core region and provide core size estimates

under variations of cathode currents, voltages, potential

asymmetries, and background pressures. A tightly focused,

converged-core region is readily evident near the origin of

the high-voltage cathode ~see Fig. 4!. The size and brightness

of this high-energy core varies considerably with experimen-

tal parameters, but its existence is generally robust in that it

is readily attained and persists stably. While the recorded

emission is likely dominated by electron-impact excitation of

the background gas, the behavior of the core reflected in

these images is consistent with the probe measurements in

the ion core region to lowest order.

Electrostatic probes are used to characterize the plasma

and ion flow in different regions of the device. A standard

Langmuir probe provides the edge plasma density and elec-

tron temperature, and double or emissive probes mounted an

alumina-Pyrex probe shaft for 30 kV isolation allow mea-

surements inside the flow and core regions. Observations of

the core plasma potential and density are limited to ion flows

FIG. 3. Schematic of the WISCIF device including typical operating volt-

ages. The grid dimensions listed in the figure are diameters.

FIG. 4. A CCD camera image of the Ha emission for a 17 kV, 80 mA

converged core mode showing a 0.6 cm radius core. The grid shown is a 5.0

cm radius cathode grid with a 15° poloidal grid spacing.
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with energies <5 kV to avoid thermal destruction of the

probes by the energetic ions.

The perturbation of the ion flow is a concern using this

invasive diagnostic technique, but no appreciable change in

the discharge characteristics ~i.e., cathode voltage, current, or

visible core size! is observed during the measurements. In

order to minimize the disturbance of the ion flow, the probe

tips only intercept <10% of the core surface area.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Better models of system behavior and extrapolations of

reactivity for higher voltages and currents can be developed

by observing the effects of neutral pressure, asymmetries,

injected current, and applied voltage on the ion velocity and

density distributions. Hence, the WISCIF experiments dis-

cussed here concentrate on convergence scaling and mea-

surements of the potential and density distributions through-

out the ion flow, initially at relatively low energies where

probe technology can be deployed.

A. Space-charge-limited flow

If the ion flow is sufficiently collisionless, then a space-

charge-limited flow into the high-voltage cathode would be

expected. Indeed, measurements of the cathode current ver-

sus voltage ~shown in Fig. 5! feature the V3/2 scaling consis-

tent with Eq. ~5! for voltages above 3 kV in a variety of low

pressure cases. The increase observed in Icat with higher

pressures is indicative of the increased edge plasma density

with pressure ~plasma source biases were held constant!.
The measured radial plasma potential distributions show

detailed agreement with the space-charge potential model in

the mantle region @Eq. ~6!#, plus a variety of phenomena

inside the central cathode grid. Figure 6 shows plots of the

plasma potential, measured via an emissive probe using the

inflection method,22 and the probe floating potential as a

function of radius for a typical low pressure case ~P513

mPa H2 , Vcat55.0 kV, Icat540 mA!. For these detailed probe

scans, ion flows with energies up to 5.0 kV in either 13 or 27

mPa of hydrogen fill pressure were studied, and the collected

cathode currents at these conditions were either 20 or 40 mA.

A fit of Eq. ~6! normalized to the observed voltage at

r55.0 cm and using an anode radius of 9.0 cm shows good

agreement with the measured plasma potential profile, as

seen in Fig. 6. The theoretical current limit for the included

best-fit graph in Fig. 6 is 150 mA, which is 7.5 times greater

than the collected ion current of 20 mA ~assuming d'1!.23

This roughly agrees with the geometrical recirculation factor

of 8.6 calculated from Eq. ~7! for the globe used ~h50.94!.
Figure 7 includes comparisons of the radial potential

profile against different currents and pressures, and the

space-charge-limited model fits the measured data well in the

mantle region. The amount of recirculating current deter-

mined as above also remains fairly constant for the three

different cases studied ~see Table I!. The effective source

radius and the voltage at r55.0 cm appear to self-

consistently adjust to provide the required space-charge-

limited current density.

The observed potential at 5.0 cm is not equal to the

applied 5.0 kV due to Debye shielding of the grid wires ~lD

is typically measured ;0.05 cm! and to asymmetries in the

potential because of the finite wire spacing. The measure-

ments shown in Fig. 6 are from between cathode wires,

where the plasma potential is weakest. As much as a factor

of 2 difference between the applied cathode voltage and the

observed potential between grid wires is observed.

For neutral Maxwellian plasmas, the floating potential

(V f) of a probe is normally biased negative with respect to

the plasma potential due to the higher mobility of electrons

to reach the probe surface ~I i5Ie at V f!. A comparison of the

measured floating and plasma (Vp) potentials in the mantle

and plateau regions of a low pressure SCIF ~see Fig. 6! in-

dicates the probe biases itself positive at the floating poten-

tial (V f.Vp) to reflect the direct ion flow and collect the

FIG. 5. Cathode current vs applied voltage for different converged core

discharges showing a V3/2 dependence above 3 kV for each pressure range.

FIG. 6. Radial profile of the floating (V f) and plasma (Vp) potentials for a

13 mPa, 5.0 kV, 40 mA case. Also included ~solid line! is a normalized fit

of the Child–Langmuir (C – L) potential distribution as expected from Eq.

~6! ~for r.rcat!.
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local electron saturation current. This signifies a deficiency

of electron current in the ion flow, and hence I i.Ie for these

low pressure conditions. The difference between V f and Vp

is not as pronounced in the central core region, especially for

higher pressure cases, which suggests a higher electron den-

sity or temperature in the core.

Figures 6 and 7 also show a virtual anode ~i.e., potential

hill! in the converged core region where the ion charge den-

sity increases due to radial convergence. A complete virtual

anode [V(r'0)50] would be expected for the case of a

perfectly converging ion flow with no electrons. Under all

conditions studied, the core virtual anode is a simple mono-

tonically decreasing potential hill as r increases from 0 to

rcat . This structure agrees qualitatively with past experimen-

tal findings3 and particle-in-cell ~PIC! simulations that ac-

count for perpendicular flow velocities from a finite velocity

spread in the edge region.24

However, the simple, purely radial flow model breaks

down near the origin as the impact of perpendicular veloci-

ties becomes significant, and the ion velocity distribution ap-

proaches a spherical shell in velocity space in the core region

@as shown in Fig. 2~d!#. This effect is seen experimentally

with double-probe I – V characteristics from the plateau and

core regions. Since I i.Ie in the ion flow, the double probe

actually samples the energetic ion beam distribution instead

of the electron distribution as in normal, nonflowing Max-

wellian plasmas. The slope of the I – V trace near V50 is

then related to the spread of the ion energy distribution,

where a beam-like distribution leads to a large slope at V50.

Figure 8 includes three I – V characteristics taken in the pla-

teau and core regions, and it can be seen that the slope de-

creases as the probe enters the core region. The sharp slope

seen in the plateau region is indicative of a low-temperature

or beam-like distribution, which is similar to the ideal distri-

bution expected in that region @see Fig. 2~c!#. Similarly, the

broader slope in the core region is consistent with a broad

energy or isotropic distribution, which resembles the ideal

spherical-shell distribution expected in the core region and

shown in Fig. 2~d!. The detailed structure of the ion energy

distribution in the core region cannot be well determined

using this measurement technique, but an obvious change in

the character of the ion distribution is seen between the pla-

teau and core regions.

B. Flow convergence

The reactivity of a beam–beam dominated SCIF device

is inversely proportional to the convergence radius of the ion

flow,9 and it is important to understand and characterize any

system parameters ~i.e., accelerating well symmetry, applied

voltage, injected current, neutral pressure! that may limit the

flow convergence. For example, beam–beam reactivity is ex-

pected to scale with the injected current squared, but, if the

core size also gets larger with current, the reaction rate will

then not increase quadratically.

Several measurements indicate that the converged ion

core size reduces, and hence the flow convergence is im-

proved, as the overall current is lowered, the neutral pressure

is raised, or the accelerating voltage is increased. These re-

sults are seen in Figs. 7 and 9, which show the potential

structures in the core region ~Fig. 7! and the half-width at

half maximum ~HWHM! radius of the core intensity profiles

from the CCD images ~Fig. 9!. Figure 7~a! indicates the core

anode height increasing with Icat while Fig. 9~a! shows an

increase in HWHM with Icat . Figures 7~b! and 9~b! indicate

a strong decrease of the core size with neutral gas pressure

(P), and Fig. 9~b! also indicates a decrease of the core size

with applied voltage ~Vcat!.

FIG. 7. Plasma potential measurements for different ~a! cathode currents

and ~b! neutral background pressures. Included is the normalized Child–

Langmuir potential distributions for r>rcat and spline fits through the data

for r,rcat .

TABLE I. Theoretical currents @from Eq. ~5!# and the estimated recircula-

tion factor for the three cases shown in Fig. 7 ~applied cathode voltage

525000 V!.

Pressure

~mPa!

Cathode grid

current

~mA!

Eff. source

radius

~cm!

Eff. cathode

voltage

~V!

Theoretical

current

~mA!

Estimated

recirculation

factor

13 20 12.0 22700 71 7.1

13 40 9.0 22300 150 7.5

27 20 13.5 23400 71 7.1
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For comparison, the ideal geometric limit given by Eq.

~1! is also included in Fig. 9~a!. In all cases, the observed

core size is larger than the ideal limit, but the tightest cores

of 0.6 cm radius are within a factor of 4–5 of the limit for

those conditions ~Vcat510 kV, Fc;5 kV, T i';0.1 eV,

R520 cm!.25

The decrease observed in rc with Vcat is much faster than

the inverse square root scaling expected from Eq. ~1!, and the

most likely cause of this nonideal convergence behavior is

asymmetries in the electrostatic potential from the finite grid

wires of the cathode. The potential near the cathode grid

wires is more negative than its value between grid wires ~as

discussed above in Sec. IV A!, and this results in a signifi-

cant perpendicular force on the ions toward the wires. In

addition, the region of highest acceleration for the flow is at

radii nearest the cathode, where these large irregularities in

the potential are also found. The magnitude of these potential

variations decreases as the grid wire spacing decreases, and

therefore finely spaced grids ~e.g., 15° poloidal spacing!

would be expected to yield smaller core sizes than more

coarsely spaced ~45° spacing! grids.

Indeed, the observed core sizes decrease with decreasing

grid spacing, and Fig. 9 includes comparisons of the core

size scalings for differently spaced grids. Intensity profiles

through the core region for the 45° and 15° poloidal spacing

grids are shown in Fig. 10, which perhaps most dramatically

shows the dependence of core size on potential well asym-

metries. Here, a factor of 2.5 reduction in core size results

from tripling the density of grid wires on the cathode and

holding all other parameters fixed. Note that by increasing

the grid wire density, the grid transparency, and hence the

amount of recirculating current, decreases. The measured

HWHM tends to decrease with decreasing current, but this

effect is not strong enough to account for the factor of 2.5

observed. Therefore, the observed enhancement of conver-

gence is mainly due to the improved symmetry of the accel-

erating potential well.

By rotating the cathode globe past a fixed emissive

probe, the poloidal variations in the plasma potential are

measured. Figure 11 shows the angular variation of the

plasma potential for data taken at r55.0, 5.5, and 8.0 cm for

the 53 mPa, Imeas520 mA case. For comparison, the ex-

pected vacuum-field variations due to the longitudinal grid

FIG. 8. Double-probe I-V characteristics for different radii near and inside the converged core region.

FIG. 9. Core size measurements for 45°, 30°, and 15° poloidal spacing grids

as derived from the HWHM of the visible ~Ha! core emission for variations

of ~a! cathode current and ~b! cathode voltage. Included is the estimated

geometric convergence estimate from Eq. ~1!.
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loops are included using superposition of the potential distri-

bution of a single loop, given by26

F~r ,u !5q(
l50

` S r
,

l

r
.

l11D P l~0 !P l~cos u !, ~9!

where P l is a Legendre polynomial, and r
,

and r
.

are the

lesser/greater of the field and loop radii. The corresponding

vacuum potential calculations from Eq. ~9! are also indicated

using the value of q that best fits the data for each of the

three different radii. These normalized vacuum and measured

plasma potentials match very well for the conditions shown

in Fig. 11, which is generally true for all cases investigated.

The discrepancy near the wires is due to local Debye

shielding which is not accounted for in Eq. ~9! above. The

data at r55.0 cm hence indicates a shielding of '400 V, and

the amount of shielding appears to strongly depend on the

grid current and background neutral density. This is shown

in Table I through the dependence of the effective cathode

voltage ~Veff! on pressure and current ~less negative Veff rep-

resents larger shielding!. Qualitatively, a larger amount of

shielding near the wires results in poorer flow convergence,

for ions will have less energy entering the core region and

the larger potential gradients near the wires will scatter the

ions further. This effect therefore contributes to and may

account for the observed core size scalings with pressure and

current.

C. Core density

Measurements of the core density employ a scannable

floating double probe. However, shadowing of the recirculat-

ing ion flow by the radial alumina probe shaft leads to an

underestimation of the ion density, and the measured elec-

tron saturation current, isat , is therefore corrected by the re-

circulation factor, j @from Eq. ~7!#, to account for the shad-

owing effect and provide an upper limit for the ion density

from these measurements ~in this case, h'0.91 and j55.8!.
Since V f ; Vp in the core, the ion current (I i 5 en iv iAp) ap-

proximately equals isat, and the ion density is then given by

n i5

jisat

eAp

A M

2qFp

, ~10!

where Ap is the probe area ~55.931026 m2!. For the core in

Fig. 8, isat>150 mA and Fp52500 V, giving the ion density

calculated from Eq. ~10! to be >1.331015 m23.

Another approximation of the core density is given by

the measured current collected at the cathode grid. For a

gridded system, the effective cathode transparency ~h! leads

to a fractional loss of the current between the mantle ~Iman!
and core (Ic) regions, and hence, Ic5hIman . Using the defi-

nition of the recirculation factor @Eqs. ~7! and ~8!#, Ic can be

related to the measured grid current ~Imeas! by

Ic5hIman5

hjImeas

~11d !
5

hImeas

~12h2!~11d !
, ~11!

FIG. 10. Visible emission intensity profiles for the ~a! 45° and ~b! 15°

poloidal spacing grids.

FIG. 11. Plasma potential measurements vs poloidal angle for a 5.0 kV, 20

mA, 53 mPa ion flow at radii of 5.0, 5.5, and 8.0 cm. Grid wires are spaced

at 0° and 30° for this cathode.
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which can also be related to the core density since

Ic5en icvcprc
2. Therefore, the expected core density for a

particular grid current is

n ic5

hImeas

~12h2!~11d ! S 1

evcprc
2D . ~12!

Again assuming d'1 and Fc'2500 V for these conditions

~rc51.6 cm for this 5 kV, 35 mA discharge!, Eq. ~12! gives

a core density of 1.031015 m23.

Another estimate of the core density is provided by py-

rometric measurements of a single alumina probe tip inserted

into a higher energy core. The tip temperature can reach over

2200 °C for a 10 kV, 80 mA discharge and, assuming that

the power deposited is solely radiated away, then the ion

density can be calculated from power balance on the probe

tip

n i'
P rad

v iE i

5

esTprobe
4

A2/M ~qFc!3/2
, ~13!

where e is the emissivity of the alumina ~'0.7!,27 s is the

Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and Tprobe is the surface tem-

perature of the probe. For the 10 kV case, where qFc'5000

eV and Tprobe'2500 K, n ic is approximately 1.931015 m23.

For these conditions, Eq. ~12! also predicts a core ion density

of 1.531015 m23 ~rc'2.1 cm for 10 kV, 80 mA; 45° spacing

grid, h50.94!, which is in good agreement with the pyro-

metric estimate.

A fourth estimate of the core ion density is given by the

simple flow model @from Eq. ~3!#. The edge density ~r520

cm! was measured with a standard Langmuir probe to be

2.231014 m23 for the 5 kV, 35 mA case described above, but

the value of E i at 20 cm needed for Eq. ~3! is yet undeter-

mined. If the edge plasma behaves as a uniform plasma, then

the ions will fall into the accelerating potential boundary at

the local Bohm velocity @or E i(R)50.5Te'5 eV#. However,

since the edge plasma has different boundary conditions ~bi-

ased grids! than a typical uniform plasma, it is not clear the

ions actually will enter the accelerating region at the Bohm

speed. A minimal estimate is given by the ion thermal veloc-

ity @or E i(R);0.1 eV#. Therefore the predicted core density

from Eq. ~3! is 6.131015 m23 if E i(R)55 eV or 0.931015

m23 if E i(R)50.1 eV ~again using rc51.6 cm, Fc'2500

V!.
These varied core density measurements and calcula-

tions are shown in Table II, with the pyrometric estimate

scaled to the conditions of the double-probe measurements

using Eq. ~12!. These values of the core ion density indicate

an overall increase in density by a factor of 5–10 compared

to the edge plasma.

In general, the increase in core density, compared to the

cold edge density, is in relatively good agreement with the

simple estimate given by Eq. ~3!, and hence the ion density

appears to follow classical expectations at the conditions

studied.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The plasma potential measurements for the low pressure

ion flows discussed above are consistent with a collisionless,

space-charge-limited flow model in the mantle region. In ad-

dition, both the effective source radius ~Reff! and cathode

voltage ~Veff! adjust accordingly to provide the required cur-

rent density for the edge conditions. Table I shows that, as

expected from the space-charge model, Reff decreases

~through a! as Icat increases ~at constant Vcat and P!, but note

that Veff also decreases. This is attributed to enhanced shield-

ing of the cathode grid wires by the increased local plasma

density at higher currents. The increase in Veff and Reff for

increased pressure ~at constant Vcat and Icat! is also consistent

with the space-charge model, for Reff increases to offset the

increased edge plasma density and Veff observed at higher

pressure.

The symmetry and depth of the accelerating potential

well improve with increasing cathode voltage and pressure

and with decreasing current and grid wire spacing, which

results in improved ion flow convergence ~cf. Figs. 9 and

10!. The decrease in core size with voltage is much more

rapid than the inverse-square-root expectation from Eq. ~1!.
In addition, the data shown in Fig. 9~b! suggest that the

converged core size may saturate at a level still 4–5 times

higher than the geometric convergence expectation from Eq.

~1!. Hence, Eq. ~1! does not adequately predict the ion flow

convergence due to the large asymmetries in the accelerating

potential well, and the expected core density scaling from

Eq. ~4! would be invalid as well.

To better estimate the expected core size in the presence

of the observed potential variations, a Monte Carlo simula-

tion of single ion orbits in an asymmetric potential well is

used. For these calculations, a two-dimensional model of the

plasma potential is generated using a space-charge-limited

distribution in the mantle region and a Gaussian-shaped vir-

tual anode inside the cathode grid. The magnitude of the

asymmetries in the model is determined using the variations

in the vacuum fields given by the superposition of the fields

generated by the longitudinal loops of the cathode grid @as

described in Sec. IV B, Eq. ~9!#. The model potential also

takes into account Debye shielding of the cathode near the

grid wires.

The average radius of closest approach, ^r i&, of 2500 test

particles estimates the converged core size and is defined for

each transit i of the ions through the core region. The result-

ing average core size, ^rc&, is then obtained by averaging

over all transits weighted by the fraction of particles making

the particular transit (N i)

^rc&5

( iN i^r i&

( iN i

, ~14!

TABLE II. Core ion density measurements and calculations ~m23! for a 5

kV, 35 mA ion flow at 53 mPa.

Double probe

measurement

Eq. ~10!

Cathode current

estimate

Eq. ~12!

Pyrometric

estimate

Eq. ~13!

Simple flow model

estimate

Eq. ~3!

1.331015 1.031015 1.531015 0.931015
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where i is the transit number index. The results of such cal-

culations for the 27 mPa, 5.0 kV, 20 mA case studied in Sec.

IV are shown in Fig. 12. The values of ^r i& for the test ion

population are plotted as a function of the number of transits

through the core, and for comparison, the ideal geometric

core size, the measured core radius, and ^rc& are also in-

cluded in Fig. 12.

As expected, the average core size increases with the

number of transits, confirming that the grid asymmetries rap-

idly defocus the ion trajectories. The convergence also rap-

idly degrades from the ideal convergence expectation as the

number of passes through the system increases. In addition,

^r i& approaches the measured core size as the number of

transits through the core region approaches the experimental

recirculation factor ~j58.6!. In all cases studied, the simula-

tion predicts either a smaller or equivalent core size com-

pared to experiment, and therefore this single particle orbit

estimate is consistent with the measured core size, given the

observed equilibrium potential structure in the core region

and the asymmetries in the accelerating potential well.

To further confirm the effect of the accelerating potential

well symmetry on convergence, the results of Monte Carlo

simulations for three different cathode grid wire spacings are

shown in Fig. 13. The simulations predict smaller core sizes

with reduced grid spacing, which is also observed experi-

mentally @cf. Fig. 9~a!#.
However, the experiments using the 15°, 30°, and 45°

grid spacings do not keep the grid transparency constant ~h
50.85, 0.91, and 0.94, respectively!, and the resulting

change in the recirculation factor also influences the flow

convergence by changing the average number of transits an

ion makes through the asymmetric fields. The simulation

then predicts that ^rc&50.6, 1.0, and 1.4 cm for the 15°, 30°,

and 45° spacing grids, respectively ~see Fig. 13!, which is

consistent with the variations seen experimentally @cf. Fig.

9~a!#.

The simulation results in Fig. 13 suggest that each of

these effects contributes equally to the predicted core size

variations. Therefore, it is the combination of the improved

well symmetry with decreasing grid spacing and the reduced

recirculation factor from the decreased grid transparency that

accounts for the observed dependence of the flow conver-

gence with the cathode geometry.

This collisionless model neglects the effects from neutral

interactions, but a significant decrease in core radius is ob-

served with increasing neutral pressure @cf. Fig. 9~b!#. Emis-

sive probe measurements indicate that the depth and symme-

try of the accelerating potential well improve with increasing

pressure. This alone may account for the observed improve-

ment in convergence, but ion-neutral collisions may also af-

fect the overall convergence.

For example, if ion–neutral collisions remove a fraction

of the recirculating ions from the system ~e.g., via charge-

exchange!, then the effective number of transits through the

asymmetric fields would be reduced, and the Monte Carlo

simulations suggest that a smaller core size would then be

expected ~see Fig. 12!. The effective system transparency

against charge-exchange collisions, defined as the percentage

of the ion flow that does not charge-exchange on its transit to

the core, ranges from 0.97–0.95 for the experimental condi-

tions studied ~13–27 mPa!.18 This indicates that, although

the ions are primarily lost to the cathode grid ~h50.94!,
charge-exchange collisions could significantly reduce the

amount of recirculating ion current, and smaller converged

core sizes would then result as the background pressure in-

creases. However, the estimated recirculation factor stays

relatively constant between the 13 and 27 mPa, 20 mA cases

~see Table I!, which suggests that charge-exchange does not

reduce the overall system transparency for these low pressure

conditions.

It is also possible that after gaining significant angular

momentum from the asymmetries in the accelerating well,

FIG. 12. Core size estimates vs the number of transits through the core

region derived from Monte Carlo simulations of ion trajectories in a two-

dimensional asymmetric well. Included are the ideal convergence estimate

and the observed core size for the 27 mPa, 5.0 kV, 20 mA ion flow.

FIG. 13. Core size results calculated from the Monte Carlo ion trajectory

simulations for 15°, 30°, and 45° cathode grid spacings. Included are the

estimates of ^rc& calculated from Eq. ~14! using the experimental cathode

transparencies for determining N i .
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ions may then collide with neutrals at the edge radial turning

points. This would help thermalize the ion distribution there,

and the resultant reduction of the ion angular momentum

allows each transit of the ion through the core to appear as an

undisturbed first transit. The experimental edge collisional

mean-free-paths are consistent with this argument for the

pressure ranges studied ~l'25–50 cm!.18 However, further

experimental evidence ~e.g., measurements of the perpen-

dicular ion temperature versus pressure! is needed to confirm

the relevance of these neutral collisional effects.

In present gridded systems, convergence is not important

since beam-target fusion reactions dominate the reactivity of

these devices, as evidenced by the linear scaling of reactivity

with the cathode current.1–3 In fact, convergence may reduce

the reactivity by forming a virtual anode that reduces the

energy, hence decreasing the probability for fusion, of the

ions at the center. However, good convergence is required to

achieve optimal beam–beam reactivity scaling for the appli-

cations that require higher fusion reaction rates, and the im-

portance of symmetry in determining convergence places a

constraint on any SCIF device planned for these applications.

The observed loss of convergence with decreasing pressure

and increasing current makes achieving significant beam–

beam scaling far less favorable.

A single virtual anode is measured by the emissive probe

in the core region, but no evidence of multiple-well struc-

tures is observed in the WISCIF experiments under the ion-

dominated, low pressure conditions discussed here. Some

computer simulations, performed by other investigators,

show multiple-well formation, but these models assume per-

fectly symmetric accelerating potentials.1,13,14 However, the

experiments indicate that any detailed potential structure

near r50 would be washed out due to the angular momen-

tum of the ions gained from the asymmetries in the acceler-

ating region.

Presumably, the virtual anode near r50 can act as an

efficient trap for warm electrons, and it may allow the

trapped electrons to be heated to temperatures on the order of

the anode height ~shown in Fig. 6 as the difference between

the potential at r50 and the most negative potential inside

the cathode! via electron–ion collisions. However, the mea-

sured probe floating potentials are more positive than the

plasma potential, which signifies that the local ion current to

the probe is larger than the electron current at the plasma

potential. Any hot electron population must be of much

lower density than the local ion density for Ie to remain less

than I i at the plasma potential.

While these experiments were carried out at lower volt-

ages and densities than needed for applications, these results

at low pressure indicate that the generic ion flow behavior is

essentially collisionless and classical at the conditions stud-

ied. In order to study the more application-relevant ion ener-

gies and densities, new techniques will need to be developed

to diagnose the higher energy density systems.

VI. SUMMARY

These results represent, to the best of our knowledge, the

first detailed evaluation of the ion flow characteristics in the

low-pressure, converged-core regime of a spherically con-

vergent ion focus. Measurements of the electrostatic poten-

tial distribution throughout the WISCIF device show detailed

agreement with a recirculating space-charge-limited flow

model and indicate the ions dominate the system at these low

pressures ~,53 mPa!. A virtual anode structure forms in the

converged core, due to the enhanced ion density in that re-

gion, but no evidence of multiple potential well structures is

seen for the conditions under study. Camera imaging and

plasma potential measurements in the core region show that

flow convergence improves with increasing voltage, pres-

sure, potential well symmetry, and decreased current. The

tightest observed core sizes ~rc50.6 cm! are within a factor

of 4–5 of the ideal geometric limit given by Eq. ~1! and are

consistent with a collisionless multipass orbit model predic-

tion given the degree of asymmetries measured in the accel-

erating potential well. Core density measurements show a

factor of ;10 increase in ion density in the core region,

which agrees with a simple flow conservation model.

Understanding the influence of the virtual anode on the

flow dynamics is an important issue for high-density sys-

tems. The height of the anode will significantly affect the

density, reactivity, and collision rates in the core, and brems-

strahlung and ion–electron collisional energy losses there

will reduce the efficiency and performance of the high-

density systems. Future work will concentrate on these issues

and on determining the influence of flow convergence, ion–

neutral collisions, and cathode voltage, current, and geom-

etry on the system reactivity at application-relevant energies

and densities ~i.e., Vcat'75 kV, n ic;1017 m23! for deuterium

plasmas.
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